
To address the perpetual demand of both DIY users and professionals for effortless, easy-to-

use torque tools, Superbco Industrial Co., Ltd., a specialized manufacturer of hand tools, has 

been promoting its brand new product, Diamond Force combination ratchet wrench.

Diamond Force has quite a few appealing features that are developed with Superbco’s 

abundant knowledge of hand tools. For higher working efficiency than competition 

models, this combination ratchet wrench has an improved ratcheting mechanism in 

which gears perfectly interlock with near-zero backlashes to ensure greater force 

generated. Furthermore, the wrench’s shaft is diamond-shaped for ergonomic 

reasons, a design that has won multinational patents.

Easier gripping is also among the R&D concepts the wrench is developed 

on. The company stresses that the handle of Diamond Force is 25 

percent larger in size than those of conventional wrenches, to 

enable users to save more effort when using the tool, while having the 

so-called “Inverted Triangle” dents along surface to achieve better anti-slip performance and comfortable grip. The 

improved combination ratchet wrench has been patented in the U.S., Germany, Taiwan and China.

Ever since founded in 1999, Superbco has been dedicated to developing and manufacturing various hand tools as an 

R&D-driven supplier. The firm’s product lineup encompasses varieties of wrenches and ratchet wrenches, sockets, 

workshop tools, screwdrivers, hammers, suction lifters, and many others, which have been well received by buyers 

from all over the world, including North America, the Middle East, Europe and Africa, for excellent quality, outstanding 

performance and competitive prices.

Backed by consummate R&D and production capabilities, the company capably handles OEM (original equipment 

manufacturing) and ODM (original design manufacturing) orders, while marketing its products globally under its 

“Superbco” brand.
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